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This summer unusual and huge bursts of light
are emerging from the supermassive black hole in the middle of the Milky Way
Galaxy.
Light waves become light particles in the pineal gland,
known as the third eye.
"Keep your eye single,
and the body shall be filled with light."

The pineal gland unpacks these photons
and secretes powerful consciousness changing chemicals into the body.
Go within and focus on this eye of imagination.
Ask for true divine spheric abisheka.
Listen to love awakening within the heart.

25 degrees Leo

The Angels
of
Spheric Abisheka
Also known as

The Angels of
Jgakys
Beloved,

Awaken and purify consciousness with flowing emotions
of highest and most powerful
DIVINE COSMIC LOVE!
We reveal initiations from enlightened masters
from other spheres
who master attunement with miraculous flowing Divine Love.
These enlightened ones awaken flowing emotions of divine cosmic love
through divine virtues of Jgakys.
These initiations,
from masters of other spheres,
are outpourings of Love Divine,
and awaken such grace and mercy
that consciousness completely changes in the initiate.
In the cycles and rhythms of life, these Initiations of Divine
Love flow from these spheric beings through Abisheka,
which is the transference, merging and infusion of consciousness,
in being, will, thoughts, emotions, and sensations.

We are all one.
Flowing tangible feelings of DIVINE COSMIC LOVE, the virtue of J,
are
one of the highest of all Divine virtues,
in all its aspects,
in both the microcosm and the macrocosm.
Through purifying actions of flowing divine COSMIC LOVE,
Divine Awareness blossoms
and radiates to others,
like sacred perfumes,
true divine Blessings.
True divine blessings, grace and mercy, is the virtue of the letter G.
Through powerful flowing love and grace,
enlightenment and wisdom are transferred to all.
Now,

through the power of flowing divine love,
an individual's mind becomes
one with Divine Mind.

"I and the Father are ONE."
"All that I do ye shall do and more."
"The greatest of these are Love."

"Love conquers all."
In flowing divine cosmic love,
original purity of all ideas in divine mind can be understood,
and divine intent for the highest good of all clearly embraced.
Initiations of flowing divine cosmic love awaken original enlightenment.
Imperfections in self and others are seen and gently 'let go', with
gratitude for all the lessons that have been learned,
and released for changes into higher states through love,
through The Law of One.
This is transformation.
Enlightenment transfers increasing Omnipotent power.
Original Omnipotent Divine Will for the highest good of all fires
absolute faith, courage and conviction.
This is the divine virtue of letter K.
Divine love initiations move seekers into higher cycles in the
ever widening spirals and rhythms of life.
The cycles and rhythms of life are the divine virtue of letter Y.
Powers of initiation activate omnipresent divine will,
in every aspect of an initiate’s Divine being,
on every level through all time and space.
All penetrating omnipresent original divine will is the Divine virtue of
letter S.
With flowing divine love,
conscious meditations with any of the heavenly hosts,
and any of the Divine virtues,
awaken the right hemisphere of the brain
and unites the head with the love
of the heart.

Flowing divine cosmic love from the heart
now infuses meditation with intuitive images
that activate specific chemicals
from the pineal gland that change consciousness.

Meanwhile, the logical left brain is flooded with intellectual insights
into enlightenment.
Remember that all emotions are compressed information.
Divine emotions compress almost unlimited information about miracles.
All divine emotions are like zip files
which can be opened in meditation and accessed at any time.
They are accessed so beautiful and wonderful divine emotions are
allowed to flow with undivided attention.
Meditate on love.
Meditate on divine grace and mercy.
If negative emotions must be healed for meditation to be pure,
remember that negative emotions are also zip files.
Then the next step is to safely and nondestructively open and heal
them with loving intent
and with deep love for the wounded inner self that is generating them.
While these painful emotions are flowing,
a focus of gratitude for all the lessons learned from them
awakens realizations of the necessity of happiness.
This gratitude opens the zip file and divine transformation
automatically unfolds.
Just as the physical human body knows how to heal itself,
so does the emotional body know how to heal,
as long as emotions, which are the water element,

are allowed to flow safely and purify.
As painful feelings flow in atmospheres of love and validation for
whatever suffering created them,
insights into original wounding events in life open up
and revelations reveal the personal suffering of all who were involved.
This awakens compassion and forgiveness for self and others.
When negative emotions are healed this way,
like a light shining in the darkness,
energy pathways of healing open in the akasha
for all others to heal their own similar negative emotions.

"When one is helped, all are helped."
This is like making a path through a jungle that others can follow,
or the story of the 100th monkey.

"One good man can save a city of ten thousand,
and ten can save the world."
Call on enlightened masters of divine love from other spheres to help
you.
Call on them to help others heal negative emotions
with divine unconditional cosmic love,
with faith,
with enlightenment
and with grace and mercy.
Remember that Original Will of Divine Being is for all creation,
the heavenly hosts and the children of Light,
to work together in harmony.
We come when a person attempts to achieve enlightenment,
and manifest heaven on earth,
through love.
If such a person attempts this without enough local support and help,
there is a tendency to overstate commitments and take on more
than can be delivered.

"When one is harmed, all are harmed."
Harming self to help others damages the unified field just as much as
harming others to help self.

Love neither harms self or others,
it blesses all equally.
Lack of either giving or receiving love,
in self or others,
causes stress and breakdowns in spiritual journeys,
and unnecessary inharmony in spiritual relationships and
organizations.
Receiving help to flow with divine love
gives joy to those who are giving the help as well as joy to the receivers.

"When one is helped, all are helped."
Help can always be consciously requested.

"Ask and ye shall receive."
"Knock, and it shall be opened unto you."

If you desire for us to merge with you in spheric and interplanetary
initiations,
in your unique and personal paths,
call on us.
We help you with opening the HEART with flowing emotions of
DIVINE COSMIC LOVE.
We help you prepare in ways that are the highest good for personal
rhythms of development.
As you are ready,
we help you open and receive such flowing Divine Wisdom, Love,
and power as words cannot describe.
Meditate on the divine virtues of our name
to attune to interplanetary transfer of higher consciousness,
the true abisheka of Divine initiation from other spheres.

J
This sound in the ancient language is the virtue of the HIGHEST LOVE
imaginable.
This LOVE is all-encompassing and unconditional.
It is true COSMIC LOVE
and meditating on this virtue allows a child of God to comprehend and feel
this LOVE,
which is one of the highest Divine virtues,in all its aspects,
in the microcosm and the macrocosm.
It is this LOVE that inspires the beings of other spheres to grant
initiation to a child of God,
and it is initiation into greater depths of this love that they perform.
By meditating and desiring this LOVE,
a child of God attracts the attention of heavenly hosts who are glad to
offer their assistance to higher consciousness.
The color of this virtue is dark opal, the sound is G-sharp, the
sensation is coolness, and the diaphragm is been created by it.
As with meditating on all other letters and their virtues, imagine that you are
a tiny dot
in your own solar plexus and your body is an immense universe all around
you.
Hear the musical note, visualize the color shining from a tiny sun
shining in the area of its element, in this case the abdomen, and feel
the sensation of the element, which in this case is water and coolness.

Concentrate on your own universe being impregnated by the highest Love
imaginable. this Divine.
G
The letter G symbolizes the virtue of Divine Grace and Mercy.
When a child of God meditates on this virtue, they become blessing itself.
By this virtue Divine Providence has created abundance and,
like the Creator,
a child of God may also bring about,
for him or her self or other people,
abundance in everything, should that be desired.
In the mind, this virtue gives the experience of peacefulness, and
the faculty of giving true Divine blessing.
On an emotional level this virtue gives tangible feelings of happiness,
of complete satisfaction.
Situations may be created by means of the elements and the WILL and
EMOTIONS
causing success and wealth in the world that is for the highest good of all
concerned.
The color is deep grass green, like a fine emerald.
The musical note is F.
The element is water with a sensation of chill that becomes iciness
as you meditate.
The left eye is formed from it.
A
This sound, the soft ahhhh of a sigh, is the sound of the highest Wisdom and
Enlightenment.
This virtue gives intellectual clairvoyance, clairaudience, eloquence,
musical and artistic gifts.
With this virtue, the purpose and workings of Akasha are easily seen and
understood.
When a child of God unites in meditation with this virtue, their mind
becomes impregnated with the purity of all ideas in their original form.
The color is light blue, the sensation is ease, the musical note is
G, and the part of the body that is formed by this virtue is the lungs.
umlaut A, ae
The realization of wishes regarding physical matter is subjected to this virtue.
The sound of this letter, the long A, ae, in the Cosmic Language is
the virtue of the origin and mystery of life and death
regarding their transformation.
By meditating on this virtue,
a child of God becomes convinced that in reality death does not exist,
for the so-called death
is only a transformation from one state into another.
Also will come Enlightenment on the cause of this transformation.
With this comes the ability to master all negative spiritual beings in
all spheres and planes with regard to their scope of action.
The purpose for which negative beings have been created becomes clear.
Since, in the original principle all beings are alike,

each having been created by Divine Providence to fulfill a certain task
is no dissimulation of negative beings,
for from the enlightened person’s point of view everything is pure.
Here the saying:
"to the pure one everything is pure"
becomes plain.
If there were no negative beings,
it would be impossible to distinguish between good and evil;
and if there were no passions, there would also be no virtues.
This virtue confirms the words contained in the Bible:
through night to light,
the deep symbolic meaning of which now becomes clear.
In the intellect the ability is gained to see through all thoughts,
actions and wishes concerning matter,
and of becoming their absolute master.
In the emotions, this virtue represents desires, passions,
and the inclination to self-satisfaction etc.
A person who masters life and death and transformation in their emotions
becomes absolute master and ruler of all desires and passions.
Also, a person is able to not cling to mental, emotional, and material
virtues, passions, beliefs, desires, situations and objects
when they are no longer the highest good of all concerned,
but to release them for changes into whatever is the highest good of all.
This means complete independence and freedom and fulfills the saying
"bind yourself and you will be free".
On the material level this virtue is one of the most materialized.
No matter whether you evoke it in the mind, the feelings, the akasha,
or the material world,
the earth is influenced by it to a larger extent.
The ability to infuse matter with divine virtues is heightened.
The color of this virtue is loamy brown.
The musical note is C.
The element is earth so it has the sensation of weight.
The anus is formed from this virtue.
K
The letter K, in the Akasha, represents omnipotence.
By mastering this virtue, a child of God gains the
all embracing power of original Divine Will by which to work direct miracles
in the micro- as well as the macrocosm,
which corresponds to the physical body and the outer worlds.
Y
This sound of this letter in the Cosmic Language is the virtue of the rhythms
of life.
This virtue has been influencing the Law of Evolution from the
beginning of creation towards its perfection.
The child of God who has researched life from a mystic-scientific point of view
will most easily succeed in fully comprehending and mastering
the original rhythms of life and the Laws of Harmony-legality.
On a mental level, this brings about the faculty of profoundest
Cosmic Intuition and inspiration which,

at the same time,
may be regarded as the gift for absolute devotion to, and deepest love for,
Divine Providence.
Many other abilities arise of macrocosmic value.
In the emotions, this imparts an aptitude for prophecy.
On the material level, this virtue gives the ability to materialize
or dematerialize anything.
This letter and virtue has the color of pink, the musical note of
C-sharp, is of the element of etheric earth-penetrating everything,
and is the virtue by which the heart is created.

S
This sound is the sound of all-penetrating- power,
the most subtle presence of Divine Will in everything that is being
created or has been created.
This will-power is used to completely saturate the levels of intellect,
emotion, and form with divine virtues.
The color of this virtue is purple red, its musical note is
G-sharp, it is the fire element of will and so it has the
sensation of warmth,
and the gall bladder is the part of the body that is formed by it.

J-G-A-K-Y-S
MIRACLES

Footnotes:
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah, which is a
very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or
root, of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.

Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host
in the zone girdling the earth, and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, or sections in the angel messages are quoted or
paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is
referenced from THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02- 6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced
from THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12- 4]. Publisher is
Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01- 8, is a preparatory
book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher
from notes written by Franz Bardon.

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM ,
And I am one with all there is;

I ask that only THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL concerned happen.
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
So it is.
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